
 
 

“Origo” new building wins 1st place in the “Latvian Construction Prize of the Year 

2020” contest 

 
The “Origo” new building at Satekles iela 2b, Riga including the “Origo One” business centre, 

won 1st place in the “Latvian Construction Prize of the Year 2020” contest in the nomination “New 

Public Building”. The "Origo" multifunctional commercial centre, which was expanded last year, 

is one of the most modern shopping centres in Latvia. The project developer is Linstow Baltic. 

 

 

Andis Kublacovs (Andis Kublačovs), the Project Director of Linstow Baltic: "This award is a confirmation 

of the excellent cooperation of architects, designers, builders and customers. Implementing the “Origo” 

expansion project, we focused on human well-being, environmentally friendly and sustainable technical 

solutions, as well as the organic integration of the object into the urban environment - one of the most 

intensive and interesting quarters of Riga.”  

 

“We entrusted the development of the interior design of the "Origo" new building, including the "Origo 

One" business centre, to SIA xcelsior - the winner of the Latvian Designers' Union Award of the Year, an 

architecture and interior design company with 25 years of international experience. We had a great 

cooperation with the project managers and design authors Arturs Martinsons (Artūrs Martinsons) and Zane 

Straume, and we are especially pleased that the work is appreciated not only by our partners, but also by 

industry professionals,” admits Evija Majevska, the Commercial Director of Linstow Baltic and s/c Origo. 

 

Comfortable premises for trade and service providers are located on the first three floors of the “Origo” 

new building, while the “Origo One” business centre with innovative Class A offices is located on the top 

three floors of the building. Offices in the “Origo One” have been set up by such companies as Narvesen 

& Caffeine, Hili Properties, Colliers International, LETA, TVNET Group, as well as Optibet/Enlabs Group 

and TheSoul Publishing independent digital content studio will soon open their doors in the building. 

 

The developer of the project “Linstow Baltic” has also set up its office in “Origo One”. 

 

Evija Majevska, the Commercial Director of Linstow Baltic: “One of strategic goals of “Linstow Baltic” is 

sustainability, so muted combinations of grey and bluish-green tones have therefore been integrated in the 

brand and office interior, which not only make staying and working in this interior pleasant, but also 

symbolize sustainability and synergy between the city and the urban environment. Class A office premises 

with a total area of 11,500 m2 are located in the “Origo One” business centre. Despite changes in work 

organization habits over the past year, demand for high-end office buildings remains high. Currently, only 1 

office with an area of 435 m2 is available for rent.” More information can be found by clicking on the link 

origoone.lv/telpas. 

 

T/c "Origo" offers a wide range of local and international brands and is easily accessible to both those 

traveling to the city by public transport as well as those by car or bicycle. More information is available at: 

www.origo.lv. 

 

https://www.origoone.lv/telpas/
http://www.origo.lv/


 
 
By investing 63 million euros, the “Origo” expansion project was implemented by the Norwegian real estate 

development and management company “Linstow Baltic” in cooperation with the main construction 

contractor SIA Skonto Būve and the designers PS Arcade (architect office SIA DEPO projekts and SIA 

Jensen Consult and Arhis engineers) and the author of interior design - SIA xcelsior. The technical 

supervision of the construction was carried out by the company SIA CMB; the BREEAM certification was 

performed by SIA IB&P konsultācijas and OÜ Oxford Sustainable. The owner of the object is SIA Attīstības 

aģentūra (Linstow AS).  

 
 
Linstow Baltic (LB) is one of the leading long-term real estate project developers in various segments in the Baltics, including 
office buildings, trade centres, hotels, parking lots and others. LB has been operating in this field since 1996. In Latvia, LB 
develops and manages the “Origo” multifunctional commercial centre, as well as the largest shopping centre in Estonia - 
“Ülemiste”. In the centre of Riga, LB is developing a modern, socially and environment-friendly “Origo One” business centre 
and city quarter. More information is available at: www.linstowbaltic.lv . 

http://www.linstowbaltic.lv/

